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Festival of Trees is coming
Christmas is still a few
months away, but the Spirit of the North Healthcare
Foundation is getting into
the holiday spirit.
The 21 st annual Festival
of Trees is scheduled for
November 21 to 30. Organizers are into full gear
preparing for this year’s
event.
Once again, the Civic
Centre will be transformed
into a holiday wonderland
as it opens its doors to a
variety of visitors for nine
days, many who make the
festival an annual tradition. The facility will be
filled with decorated trees,

displays, entertainment,
lights and fun-filled activities.
The Gala Fundraising
Auction Night is a highlight
to the event, which also
features a Community Dinner and Dance, Family Day
and Teddy Bear Brunch,
Seniors Luncheon, Seniors
Tea and the Teddy Bear
Breakfast. A fashion show
will kick off the event.
Visitors will also have the
opportunity to purchase
items at the Gift Shoppe.
All proceeds from the
festival go towards
healthcare equipment,
capital, education and

training. The event supports the Spirit of the
North’s mandate of bringing the best of care close
Turn to Page 2
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Event coordinator has been
involved since the beginning
From Page 1
to home in the North,
and is a way for the
Foundation to show
support for its donors. Without them, it
wouldn’t be possible.
More than $3 million has been raised
for healthcare in the
North since the first
festival in 1994. The
event is the Spirit of
the North’s biggest
fundraiser. Last year’s
festival was a record
setter, with close to
$700,000 raised, including $425,195 at
the Gala event.
Volunteers play an
integral role in the
festival’s success.
Event coordinator
Shirli-gene Sadowick
heads a committee of
about 25 dedicated
individuals.
Sadowick has been
involved since the beginning and has seen
it evolve. Sadowick,
her mother Shirley
Gratton and sister
Terri Lee Rollings
were asked by the
Foundation to help
set up the gift shop
for the first event.
Their store also decorated a tree and, as
Sadowick pointed out,
they were hooked
from the experience.
Festival of Trees was
primarily started as a

Shirli-gene Sadowick, centre, coordinates a successful Festival of Trees
with the support of her mother Shirley
Gratton, right, sister Terri Lee Rollings
and many other volunteers.

thank you to the community and has
turned into a major
fundraiser for the
Spirit of the North.
They wanted it to become a family tradition and with second
and third generations
bringing their children, it’s become the
family event they
were hoping it would
become.
“Besides raising
money for much
needed medical
equipment, I personally love working with
the wonderful Festival
of Trees volunteers
and share in the pride
we all have with
putting on this incredible event,” Sadowick
said. “It feels so good

to watch young to old
eyes light up when
they walk in the door
and see what we’ve
created each year… or
the uncontrolled excitement from the
little ones when they
see Santa. It makes it
all worthwhile. The
magic of Christmas
still lives and we are
proud to bring this to
Prince George.”
The festival requires
about 600 dedicated
volunteers and there
are a variety of ways
you can get involved.
Volunteer registration
forms are available
inside the Spirit of the
North office. You can
contact the office at
250-565-2515 for
more information.
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Auxiliary and Foundation work closely

W HY NOT D ONATE
Funds donated to the Spirit of
the North Healthcare Foundation
support services and projects in
the Northern Health Authority.
Donations to Spirit of the North
lead to newer equipment, better
facilities and better patient care
services.

HOW YOU CAN DONATE
Donations can be made in
person, online, mail, phone,
fax and monthly as a
sustaining supporter.
Types of donations include:
Gifts in Kind
Planned Giving
Life Insurance
Trust
Securites
Property
Wills and Bequests

Supporters are recognized in
a variety of ways. Please
contact the office directly at
(250) 565-2515 if you would
like more information on how
you can become a part of an
amazing movement that is
making a difference for
healthcare in the North.
All donations are fully tax
receiptable.
www.spiritofthenorth.ca

The Auxiliary to University
Hospital of Northern B.C. is a
valuable partner of the Spirit
of the North Healthcare
Foundation. In addition to
providing service to staff
and visitors inside UHNBC,
the auxiliary raises funds for
healthcare in the North.
These funds are generated
through sales of items at its
gift shop inside UHNBC and
thrift shop downtown on
Third Avenue.
“It’s been a good working
relationship,” said Hospital
Auxiliary president Linda
Hohn, who is also on the
Spirit of the North Board of
Directors as an appointee.
The honourary position
helps the auxiliary stay connected with the Board and
informed on Foundation
news.
Auxiliary members present Spirit of the
The auxiliary has provided North with a $200,000 towards the Diagsignificant support to Spirit
nostic SPECT CT.
of the North over the years.
They have a million-dollar
commented Judy Neiser,
provide emergency recepstar on the Donor Wall inCEO for Spirit of the North. tion, flower delivery,
side UHNBC, having provid- “They are an amazing team knitting, sewing, baked
ed more than $1 million
that provide services within goods and greeting resitowards healthcare
UHNBC that are a dents at Jubilee Lodge.
in the North. Their
necessity in so
Hohn said they are always
donations have
many ways. We looking for volunteers. You
helped the Foundaare so thankful for can contact membership by
tion fund projects
all that they do.” phone at 250-562-0745 or
such as the $1.4
The Auxiliary is a via email at
million Diagnostic
group of 200 vol- nifty_nanna@shaw.ca for
Linda Hohn
SPECT CT, which is
unteers who pro- more information. ApplicaPresident
expected to arrive
vide a variety of
tion forms are available inat UHNBC this fall.
services. Their duties include side UHNBC at the infor“We are truly grateful for answering phone calls dur- mation desk and gift shop.
the significant donation that ing the Spirit of the North’s Police information checks
the Auxiliary provided for
annual Radiothon, which is are required.
the Diagnostic SPECT CT.
taking place on Oct. 31 this
“Everyone does all they
Their immense support for year. They work at the incan as a volunteer and it is
this project as well as many formation desk, gift shop
greatly appreciated,” Hohn
others has been exemplary” and thrift shop. They also
said.
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Donations to Spirit of the North
support Northern Health projects
Donors have significantly contributed to improvements in healthcare, and it shows in the
new purchases and equipment upgrades at University Hospital of Northern B.C. and in the region.
The Spirit of the North Healthcare Foundation
is extremely grateful for the significant number
of donors and donations that continue to make
a difference to healthcare provided in the North.
We take pride in being the charity of choice for
so many residents who share the same vision of
providing the best of care close to home in the
North. A valuable partnership with Northern
Health has been integral in helping the Foundation identify the areas of greatest need.
Through our valued donors, the total so far this
year provided to Northern Health is in the neighStago Cap Piercer
borhood of $2 million. This combines $1.5 million in February and just recently, the Foundation presented Northern Health with a
cheque for $384,519.60
“Our Foundations, and the people who support them, are essential partners in the
delivery of healthcare in Prince George and the North,” Northern Health CEO Cathy
Ulrich said.
The list of projects these funds are attributed to include: a Stago Cap Piercer, patient
lifts, a home hemodialysis monitor,
wound V.A.C., respiratory therapy equipment, Giraffe OmniBed for Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, XRay viewing systems,
bladder scanners, Diagnostic Ultrasound
and Ultrasound Machine Room (Terrace).
“None of this would be possible without
generous donations from the University
Hospital of Northern BC Hospital Auxiliary,
grants from other Foundations, the
Northern Health Staff Lottery, support
from community events, and corporations
and individuals who have donated so graciously,” commented CEO for Spirit of the
North, Judy Neiser. “The Foundation is
thankful for its donors, sponsors and volunteers who generously give their time
and money. Many of the projects wouldn’t be a reality without their contribution
to the enhancement of healthcare.”
Please continue to give… your generous
Giraffe OmniBed
gifts truly do make a difference.

A closer look
at SPECT CT
A SPECT CT leverages and
combines two leading imaging
technologies – SPECT and CT –
to enable an entirely new level
of early and precise detection,
diagnosis and treatment.
SPECT (Single-Photon Emission Computerized Tomography) is a type of nuclear imaging
test that uses a safe radioactive
substance and special camera to
create 3-D images.
CT (Computerized Tomography) combines a series of X-Ray
views taken from many different
angles to crease cross-sectional
imagines of bones and soft tissues inside the body, allowing
doctors to analyze the anatomy.
Combining the two technologies, the SPECT CT lays one image over the other, enabling the
physician to see function and
anatomy at the same time. As a
result the doctor can pinpoint
the exact location, size, nature
and extent of a disease anywhere in the body.
The benefits in using a SPECT
CT include greater accuracy,
speed, and smart technology.
The unit will help physicians detect, diagnose and treat patients
with a wide variety of conditions
involving the heart, brain, spine,
bones and joints. The SPECT CT
will also help pediatrics and assist in cancer treatment.
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Founding president giving back to healthcare
Spirit of the North Healthcare
Foundation founding president
Myron Sambad has seen a lot
of change since the non-profit
organization was formed 23
years ago.
His involvement in healthcare
goes back further. He was a
member of the Prince George
Regional Hospital Board in the
‘70s and ‘80s. Generating more
support at PGRH, renamed the
University Hospital of Northern
British Columbia (UHNBC) in
2009, was a motivating factor
behind the establishment of
the Foundation in 1991.
“My main goal in the hospital
field in all of these years has
been something a little different than all of the previous
presidents of the Foundation,”
he said. “I was really interested
in patient care. That was my
reason for joining the board
was patient care.”
Spirit of the North raises
funds to enhance healthcare
within the service area of
UHNBC. Working in cooperation with the Northern Health
Authority, that philanthropic
investment has led to improvements in the area of capital
equipment, major renovation
in a variety of departments and
staff education throughout the
region.
“It’s a lot more sophisticated
now because (the Spirit of the
North) is looking after more
than one hospital,” Sambad
said.
The size of UHNBC and number of Northern Health staff
members has increased. With
higher demands for services,
increased funding has followed. Spirit of the North do-

Myron and Shirley
Sambad

nors have provided funding for
a variety of equipment. The
Foundation’s current target is a
$1.4 million SPECT CT, expected to arrive at UHNBC this
fall.
On top of his service as past
president of the Spirit Board,
Sambad has supported
healthcare and philanthropy
through his services with the
Prince George Shrine Club. A
member of the Shriners of BC
and Yukon, the club has contributed more than $1 million
into healthcare in the North,
recognized with a million-dollar
star on the Spirit of the North’s
Donor Wall inside UHNBC. The
club’s mission to Service Above
Self has been evident.
The Shriners raised the funds
while working in conjunction
with CKPG TV to stage a major
annual telethon in Prince
George in the ‘70s, ‘80s and
‘90s. The financial support has
ensured state of the art pediatric and maternity and services
in the area.
Sambad’s passion for
healthcare will continue for
many years to come. Recently,

Myron Sambad, right, stands with fellow Shrine
Club members under the million-dollar star on
the Spirit of the North’s Donor Wall.

having always been a major
donor for Spirit of the North
Healthcare Foundation, he and
his wife Shirley established a
family endowment fund. This
fund will reside invested in perpetuity so that as the fund continues to grow, the investment
earnings will be directed towards the purchase of new
equipment. “It is about leaving
a legacy and being able to give
back long after both of us are
gone,” said Sambad. “There
will always be a need for
healthcare dollars.” He encour-

ages others to think about leaving a legacy gift, in their estate,
a life insurance policy, or take
advantage of the benefits to
offsetting income tax through a
current gift.
“Healthcare is something that
touches everyone. We have
our challenges living in the
North, but they are substantially lessened with contributions
to Spirit of the North, who
works collaboratively with
Northern Health to bring the
best of care closer to home in
the North.”
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New Ultrasound equipment making impact
The Spirit of the North
Healthcare Foundation’s ninth
annual Radiothon held last
year raised funds for a Toshiba
Aplio 500 ultrasound unit. The
project came with a $100,000
price tag. Close to $70,000 was
raised at the Radiothon.
Donations from the Evening
of Pink in September 2013 saw
$13,400 of its proceeds go
towards the Toshiba Aplio 500,
followed by a generous
donation of $20,000 from
Gateway Christian Ministries
last November. The donations
sealed the funds needed to
move ahead.
The unit arrived at UHNBC on
January 24. Feedback has been
positive.
“This ultrasound machine is
the best of its kind. Thanks to
our community and Spirit of

the North, this machine is
capable of doing every type of
ultrasound,” said Northern
Health sonographer Ashley
Hughes, who is supervisor of
the ultrasound department at
UHNBC.
The state of the art equipment allows for a more
detailed approach to
healthcare, enabling earlier
detection and more accurate
diagnosis. The equipment is
used on abdomens, shoulders,
breasts and small body parts.
With obstetrical functions, it
serves as an important piece of
equipment for women during
and after pregnancy. It’s
gynecological and provides
internal imaging of prostates,
therefore an important unit in
dealing with reproductive
issues. The equipment also

Ashley Hughes shows how the Toshiba Aplio
500 works with co-worker Rhonda Marutt.

works for biopsies and can
detect cancer in tissues such as
the breast, liver and kidneys.
To date, the Radiothon has
raised close to $380,000 for

healthcare in the North. The
Foundation says thank you to
our donors. Your contributions
and continued support is
making a difference.

Dancers training to Boogie with the Stars on New Year’s Eve
Boogie with the Stars has become the
Dancing with the Stars of the North. On
New Year’s Eve, participants perform a
dance routine of their choice, something
they master through professional training.
The dancers will spend the next few
months training under the guidance of
Dance North Ballroom professional dance
coaches Paz Milburn and Peter Weedon.
Participants gather pledges in support of
their dance performances, with the funds
going to advance healthcare in the North
through the Spirit of the North Healthcare
Foundation. Each $5 pledge gets a vote
and at the end of the evening, votes are
tallied and a winner is announced.
Boogie with the Stars is part of the New
Year’s Eve Gala at the Civic Centre, which
also includes a wonderful culinary delight
for dinner, nine-piece live band and midnight celebration that promises to be bigger and better than before. Spirit of the

George! The 2015 Canada Winter Games
will be held here from February 13 to
March 1, and the year will be full of celebrations as Prince George celebrates its
100th birthday and UNBC its 25th anniversary. What a wonderful way to start such
an exciting year.
Last year’s Boogie with the Stars event
raised more than $36,000. These proceeds
were put directly towards the Diagnostic
Paz Millbum of Dance North
SPECT CT, which will see its fund raising
Ballroom, right, stands with
completed this fall. Keeping with advanc2013 Boogie with the Stars
ing diagnostics at UHNBC, this year’s proceeds will be directed to another piece of
winner Brad Bonner.
equipment that Northern Health deems
North welcomes supporters to attend
an area of greatest need.
Boogie with the Stars and support
For more information, or tickets to the
healthcare in the region. Supporters will
event, please contact Spirit of the North,
receive tax free donations receipts for
Community Engagement Coordinator
their pledges. Sponsorships are graciously Melissa Veregin at 250-565-2381. She can
accepted as well. We encourage support be reached via email at
as we ring in 2015 - a big year for Prince
melissa.veregin@northernhealth.ca.
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Radiothon supports respiratory equipment
The Spirit of the North Healthcare Foundation Radiothon returns
this fall. This year marks the 10th annual event and organizers hope
it’s the best one yet.
The Foundation has once again set a $100,000 fundraising goal.
The target is an upgrade to the University Hospital of Northern B.C.’s
Respiratory Therapy department with new pulmonary function
equipment. The upgrade will see the addition of a second body plethysmograph, which will allow UHNBC to operate two pulmonary
function labs. The new plethysmograph is from the Platinum Elite
Series and offers faster set-up, minimal analysis time and more comfort.
“It’s about really improving access to care,” said Ashley Stoppler,
Director of Quality and Safety Initiatives for Northern Health (Prince
George). “We want to be able to reduce wait times for our clients to
receive the diagnostic studies they require.”
Residents of northern B.C. have the highest chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) rate in the
province, meaning a high demand for
testing and monitoring. Yet the wait
time at UHNBC is approximately eight
months for pulmonary function testing
and six months for simple spirometry.
Provincially, average wait times are
four to six weeks for pulmonary testing
and two to three weeks for simple spirometry. The addition of a second pulmonary function lab at UHNBC would allow Northern Health
to decrease its waitlists to be in closer alignment with the B.C. average. For the patients at UHNBC, sooner diagnosis means a quicker
start to treatment and improved quality of life.
“Few of us living in the North have not been touched by a family
member, friend, or loved one who has suffered from respiratory

Spirit of the North Healthcare Foundation
1475 Edmonton Street
Prince George, BC
V2M 1S2
Telephone: 250.565.2515
Fax: 250.565.2595
Email: spiritofthenorth@northernhealth.ca
Twitter: @Spirit_North
Foundation Staff
Judy Neiser, CEO
Melissa Veregin, Community Engagement Coordinator
Danielle Greenslade, Client Relations Assistant
Alistair McInnis, Marketing Coordinator
www.spiritofthenorth.ca

Bob Norman, Pulmonary Function Therapist
at UHNBC, examines patient Tyler Dutchak.

issues,” Spirit of the North CEO Judy Neiser said. “Asmtha, emphysema, lung cancer, croup and COPD are just a few of the respiratory
illnesses that patients struggle with. The cold air, smoke from fires,
industry pollutants all play a role
in the difficulties residents of the
North face and diagnosis is key
to treatment and results. We
are very supportive of this initiative presented to us by Northern Health and are happy to
work with our valued donors to
see it become a reality.”
This year’s Radiothon will be held on Halloween, Oct. 31, from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. You can attend the event at the UHNBC atrium and a
satellite location at Pine Centre Mall, or phone in your pledge to 250565-2800 or toll free at 1-855-565-2800.
More information on the Radiothon is available on the Spirit of the
North website at www.spiritofthenorth.ca.

CEO Corner
I continue to feel so much energy around
the work that Spirit of the North does on
behalf of our donors to make a positive
impact on healthcare in the North.
Working collaboratively with Northern
Health we continue to see results in
areas of greatest need. For those
Judy Neiser
who support us, thank you.
Please know that your donation
of time and your hard earned money truly do make a
difference. We know that there are a variety of worthwhile
charities in the region and we are so grateful that you choose
the Spirit of the North as your charity of choice.”

